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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that for every formula q~ which cannot be proved in inthitionistic predicate logic, and 
for every metrizable space X without isolated points one can find a sheaf model over X in which ~o is 
not valid. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This paper deals with sheaf-models for intuitionistic predicate logic. These 
models extend the wellknown Beth- and Kripke-models, and arise most 
naturally if one interprets intuitionistic predicate logic with an existence- 
operator, as in [S], [FS]. In the first section we quickly review the basic 
definitions and properties of sheaf-models. We will just restrict ourselves to 
ordinary intuitionistic predicate logic (henceforth IPC) without the existence- 
operator, mainly because the result of section 2 carries over automatically to 
Scott's logic with the existence operator, by the correspondence with ordinary 
intuitionistic logic proved in IS]. 
A complete Heyting algebra f2 (or a topological space X)  is called universa l  
for IPC if every formula which cannot be derived in IPC has a counterexample 
in a sheaf over g2 (or over X). In [T], Tarski proved that every separable metric 
space without isolated points is universal for intuitionistic propos i t iona l  logic, 
by (essentially) showing that every finite Heyting algebra rises as subalgebra of 
(the algebra of open subsets of) an open subspace of every separable metric 
space. It has been noted that the separability-condition is actually superfluous, 
see for example chapter I I I  of [RS]. 
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In section 2 we adapt Tarski's method in order to show that every metric 
space contains the algebra of open subsets of the binary Kripke-tree as a 
subalgebra (with respect o the infinite joins and meets necessary for inter- 
preting predicate logic); or, dually, we show that for every metrizable space X 
without isolated points there exists an open and continuous mapping onto the 
sobrification of the binary Kripke tree. Thus we obtain the following 
THEOREM. Every metrizable space without isolated points is universal for 
intuitionistic predicate logic. 
1. SHEAF-MODELS FOR INTUITIONISTIC LOGIC 
This section outlines the basic theory of sheaf-models for first-order 
languages. For more details the reader is referred to [FS]. 
1.1 DEFINITIONS. A complete Heyting algebra (cHa) is a complete lattice 
(/2, ^ , v, A, V) satisfying the ^ v-distributive law, i.e. for any u e t'2 and A ___/2, 
u^vA = V{u^o[ o eA}.  /2 then has a top-element 7-= v/2, a bottom-element 
.L = A/2, and an implication-operator = defined by u = o = v { w ~/2 [ u^w <_ o}. 
The pseudocomplement q u of u is u ~ _L. 
The cHa's are made into a category by defining morphisms to be functions 
which preserve finite meets and arbitrary joins; i.e., a function f* : /2- - , /2 '  from 
a cHa/2  to a cHa 12' is a cHa-morphism i f f f * (T )  = -r, f*(u^o) =f*(u)^f*(o) ,  
and f * (V ie i  ui) = Viel f*(ui) for all u, o, ui~ /2. 
The main example of a cHa is the lattice #(X) of open subsets of a topo- 
logical space X (partially ordered by inclusion). I f  f :X -~ Y is a continuous 
function from a space X to a space Y then f - l :  #( y) ._, p(X) is a cHa- 
morphism. 
A cHa-morphism is called open if it preserves arbitrary meets, too. Note that 
for a continuous funct ion f :X~ Y , f -  1 : 6(y)_o #(X) is open in this sense i f f f i s  
an open map. 
Let us now turn to sheaves. I f /2  is a cHa, an O-set is a pair A = (A, !. = .])A 
where K. =-~A :A ×A oO is a binary function on the set A (the Heyting-valued 
identity relation on A) satisfying 
(i) [a = b] = Ib = a] 
(ii) ~a = bHb = c~ <_ [a = c~ 
for all a, b, ceA .  
An /2-sheaf is an/2-set which is 'closed under singletons' in the following 
sense: if A is an O-set, a singleton of A is a function tr:A--.12 satisfying 
(i) tr(a)^[a = b] <_ tr(b) 
(ii) tr(a)^tr(b) <_ la = b]. 
An/2-sheaf  is an O-set having the sheaf-property: for every singleton tr of A 
there is a unique a ~ A such that for all b e A, tr(b) = Ia = bb, (written 'tr = {a}'). 
I f  A is an/2-set we can define O-valued extent E:A- -*O and equivalence ~. = .~ 
by Ea: = ~a = a], [a =- b]: = (EavEb) ~ ~a = bl. 
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1.2 EXAMPLES. If X is a topological space, the continuous real-valued 
partial functions with open domain form an O(X)-sheaf by setting ~f=g] = 
= Int{x E domain(f)  f3 domain(g) If(x) = g(x)}. Then E l= domain(f).  Another 
example is provided by taking the upwards-closed subsets of a partially ordered 
set [P=(P, ~)  (UcP  is upwards closed iff p>_q~U implies peU) .  These 
subsets form a cHa (partially ordered by inclusion), and sheaves on this cHa 
correspond to Kr ipke-mode ls  on P. 
1.3. Let A be an O-set. The set A of singletons of A can be made into an f2- 
set A, by setting 
~a = fix = Va~A(cr(a)^'r(a)). 
,~ is always an O-sheaf, called the sheaf i f icat ion of A. Further, A is embedded 
in .~ by the function a~{a}.  ({a} is the singleton defined by {a} (b) = la= bb,.) 
1.4. Let A be an O-set. A (strict) n-place operat ion on A is a function 
F: An ~A satisfying both 
and 
EF(al ,  . . . ,  an) < Eal^. . .^Ean,  
Ial = bl]^...Aaan = bn] < IF(at . . . . .  an) = F(bl . . . . .  bn)], for all ai, bi ~ A .  
A (strict) n-place relat ion on A is a function R :Ana l2  satisfying both 
R(al ,  . . . ,  an) < Ea1^...^Ean 
and 
Ral = bln^...^~an = bn]^R(al . . . .  , an) <-R(bl . . . .  , bn), for all ai, bi 6 A .  
If F is an n-place operation on A, F extends uniquely to an n-place operation 
je on ~ (/~(cr I ... . .  an) is the singleton 
b ~ v{ Ib = F(al . . . . .  anB^crl(al)A...^an(an) [ al ..... an ~ A }). 
Similarly, an n-place relation R on A extends uniquely to an n-place relation 
on A (/~(al . . . . .  an) = v{R(al . . . .  , an)^a(al)^...^or(an) ] al .... .  an 6 A }). 
1.5. Let us now turn to logic. Fix a first-order language L containing 
relation-symbols (Ri)i~l, function-symbols (Fj)~j, individual constants 
(Ck)k~K, infinitely many variables {xnln~co}, and an identity-symbol =. 
Terms and formulas of L are built up as usual. An interpretat ion J o fL  in an f2- 
sheaf A assigns to each individual constant c an element J(c) of A, to each n- 
place relation-symbol R an n-place relation J(R) on A, and to each n-place 
function-symbol F an n-place operation J(F) on A. To interpret erms and 
formulas (relative to J )  we add a constant a for each element a~A. For this 
expanded language the interpretation ~¢(r) of a closed term r is inductively 
defined by J (a )=a for a~A,  J (c)=J(e)  for c a constant of L, and if 
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r=F(r l ,  ..., rn), J(r) = 3(F)(J(rl) ... . .  J(rn)). For a sentence 0 of the expanded 
language we define its value [Obe O (relative to J; the subscript J i s  usually 
omitted) by 
~R(I"I, . . . ,  "t'n)~ = 3(R)(J(rl . . . . .  J(rn)) 
~r = a~ = ~y(r)  = ~(a) lA  
~Vx~(x)J = ^ {Ea= I¢(a)~ laeA} 
H~Tx¢(x)~ = v{Ea^~0(a)] [aeA} 
An L-formula 0(Cl .... ,Cm, Xl . . . . .  xn) is called valid in A w.r.t. J (A~0)  iff 
for every al . . . . .  an ~ A ,  Ec I ^ ... ^ Ecm~Ea 1 ^ ...~Ea n <_ [O(c I.... .  Cm, al .... , an)]. (Here 
Cl .....  c,~ and & ..... xn are the constants and variables in 0.) A formula 0 is 
called valid in O iff for every O-sheaf A and every interpretation 3 in A, 
A ~0.  Finally, we define the first-order theory Th(0)  of a cHa O to be the set 
{0[O~} of sentences valid in O. (If O= ~(X) for a topological space, we 
write Th(X) for Th(~(X)).) The soundness-theorem says that for every cHa O, 
I PC  _ Th(O). 
1.6. The image construction. Let f * :  O~ O' be a ^ -preserving function. If A 
is an O-set, the imagef* (A)  of A is the O'-set (A, ft. = -If*(A)) defined by setting 
la = b]f.(A)=f*([a = b]A). If F is an n-place operation on A, it also is an n-place 
operation f* (F)  = F on f * (A) .  And if R is an n-place relation on A we get an n- 
place relation f * (R)  on f * (A)  by defining f * (R) (a  1 . . . . .  an) = f*(R(a l  .... , an)). 
If A is an O-sheaf, f * (A)  need not be one, but we call its sheafification 
(f*(A)) ^  also the image of A, and the cap ^  is often omitted. Similarly, working 
within sheaves we write f* (F)  for ( f* (F) )"  and f * (R)  for (f*(R))7. Using this, 
we can define the image f * ( J )  of an interpretation Jo f  L in an O-sheaf A to be 
the interpretation i the O' -sheaf f * (A)  obtained by applying f *  to the inter- 
pretation 3o f  constants, relation- and function-symbols. If we want to evaluate 
formulas of L w.r.t, f * ( J )  in f * (A)  we only need to look at the original O-set 
f*(A), and not necessarily to its sheafification, by theorem 5.18 of [FS]. 
1.7. Subalgebras. Below, by a subalgebra of a cHa O we will always mean a 
subalgebra with respect o all operations A, V, -r, 1 ,  =.  This differs from the 
concept of subalgebra defined in [FS], which we will not use here. 
2. UNIVERSALITY OF SOME TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
In this section we will be concerned with complete Heyting algebras of the 
form O(X), for a topological space X. All (undefined) terminology used is 
standard, as e.g. in [E]. A space X is called universal fo r  IPC  if Th(X) =IPC,  
i.e. for any first-order formula ¢ which cannot be derived in intuitionistic 
predicate logic there is a sheaf A on #(X) and an interpretation J in A such that 
~.¢: :# T .  
Unfortunately, the following problem will not be solved here: 
PROBLEM. Give a topological characterization f the class 0#of spaces 
which are universal for IPC. 
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Below we will show that q/includes the class of metrizable spaces without 
isolated points. First, let us note some closure-properties of ~'. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. 
(i) If X contains an open subspace Ysuch that Ye q/, then Xe  q/. 
(ii) If Ye ~/andf :X-+ Yis an open continuous urjection, then Xe  0Z,. 
(iii) If Ye q/and 0(Y) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of O(X) then Xe  ~'. 
PROOF. (i) Consider i*: ~(Y)--, ~(X), i*(U) = U. It is easy to check that i* 
preserves the cHa-operations A, v, and 3-. Hence given an interpretation J in 
an ~(Y)-sheaf A, we can show by induction that 
i*(Iq~b) = [O]i*(g) A Y 
(i*(J) is the image interpretation i  the 8(X)-sheaf i*(A).) Thus Th(X)c_ 
g Th(Y), which proves (i). 
(ii) Again use images: the map f-1:O(Y)-+O(X) preserves all cHa- 
operations (always ^ , v, T, 3_; A and = becausef is  open), so by induction it 
follows that for an interpretation J in an 6(Y)-sheaf A, 
f -  l(I~,s) = [~]f-R~)" 
From the surjectivity of f i t  then follows that Th(X) c Th(Y). 
(iii) (This is the dual of (ii).) Take the embedding O(Y)-~(X).  By 
definition, it preserves all cHa-operations, o we can use images as in (ii) to 
show Th(X) c_Th(Y). [] 
COROLLARY. oh'is closed under topological products and sums. 
2.2. The binary Kripke-tree. The binary Kripke-tree is the set of finite 
sequences of zeros and ones, partially ordered by inclusion: we write 
K= {f:n-+21neoo }, 
and for f, geK ,  f<_g iff g extends f .  The partial order IK= (K, <_ ) can also be 
considered as a topological space with K as its set of points and the upwards 
closed sets (cf. 1.2.) as opens. This space is also denoted by IK. 
The following result is well-known. 
THEOREM. [K is universal for intuitionistic predicate logic. 
We are now able to prove the main result of this paper. Below, we write 
B(A,e)= {yld(y,A)<e} for a subset A of a metric space (X,d); B({x},e) is 
written as B(x, e). First we need a definition. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let (X,d) be a metric space, e a positive real number, 
and A a subset of X. 
(i) A is called e-dense if VxeA ~7aeA d(x,a)<e. 
(ii) A is called nowhere -dense if Va, a' e A, a ~ a' implies d(a, a') >_ e. 
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Note that for each e > 0, a dense set is e-dense, and a nowhere -dense set is 
nowhere dense. Also, that every nowhere -dense set is closed. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then for each e > 0 there exists 
an e-dense, nowhere /2-dense subset A of X. 
PROOF. Choose e >0. Since the class of nowhere /2-dense subsets of X is 
non-empty and closed under unions of chains, we can find a maximal nowhere 
e/2-dense subset A of X, by Zorn's lemma. Clearly, A must be e-dense. 
2.5. LEMMA. Let (X, d) be a metric space without isolated points, let e >0, 
and let U be an open, non-empty subset of X. Then there are disjoint, open, 
non-empty subsets V 0 and V~ of U having the following properties: 
1. Vxe U 2tye Uk(VoU V1) d(x,y)<e 
2. U c_ Vo U 111, and Oc_ V0U ~'~ 
3. U\U__ Uk(VoU Vl) 
PROOF. In order to satisfy 1. we take an e-dense, nowhere e/2-dense set 
A _ U (lemma 2.4.). And to satisfy 3., we first define a sequence (Fn)n~co f 
subsets of U such that U \ (Un e ~ Fn) is dense in U, and/2 \ U c_ Un ~ ~ Fn" If we 
then define V0 and II1 such that V0U V1 c_ u\(Un~o FnUA), properties 1. and 
3. of the lemma will hold. 
To define the sets F~ (n e m), first fix a well ordering of O \ U, say /2 \ U = 
= {p~[r/< a}. Now fix n ~ co and define by transfinite induction a sequence 
(x~)~<~ asfollows. Suppose the x~ have been defined for all (<r/ ;  define x~ to 
be any point such that 
e un  W(p., 2- \ U a(x , 2- n)) 
~<e 
if this set is non-empty. Otherwise, let x,~ equal x~. Now let Fn be the set of 
points x~ thus defined. 
Note that the sequence (F~)~ has the following properties, for any n: 
(i) VxeF~ 3pe OkUd(x,p)<2 -n 
(ii) Fn is a closed discrete subset of U, in fact, if x, yeF , ,  x~y then 
d(x,y)>_2 -~ 
(iii) Vp~ O\U~yeF, ,  d(p,y)<2.2 -n 
Let F= Une~o F~. Then by (iii), OkUc_F. Also, U\(FUA) is a dense open 
subset of U, and U~ F,~UA is a discrete subset of U which is closed in U. Both 
facts follow by observing that if pc  Uand f i<0 is such that B(p, ~) c_ U, then if 
2-n<½8, B(p,6)AFk=O for k>_n, by (i) above. Hence, using (ii) and the fact 
that A is nowhere e-dense, we get that for ~ sufficiently small, [B(p, f i)n 
A(FUA) [ <n+l .  
Set W= U \ (FUA).  We will now define two disjoint open subsets W0 and W 1 
of Wsuch that FUA c_ WoN I~1. First note that because Un FnUA is a discrete 
set which is closed in U, it follows easily from paracompactness of the subspace 
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Uthat we can find a 5x > 0 for every x e U ,  e o~ Fn UA, such that ifx, y ~ U, Fn U A 
and xg:y then B(x, fix) fiB(y, 5y) = 0. Since such a point x is not isolated, we can 
find a sequence (U(x, n))n ~ ~, of disjoint non-empty open subsets of B(x, G) \ {x} 
converging to x (i.e., for each neighbourhood W x of x there exists an n such that 
Vk>_n U(x,k) c_ Wx), for each xs  Un FnUA. Let 
V~xx-- U U(x, 2n), 1 Wx= U u(x,2n+ l). 
nf f~ n f fw 
Finally, define 
w,= u{w lx  @ F, UA}, for i=0,1. 
nE~ 
Then W o 4:0 :~ W~, Wo n w 1 = 0, and W o U W~ c_ W. It is also clear from the 
construction that 
(iv) U.F.UACWonW .
Now define 
Vo = Int(Wo), V1 = W \ f'o 
then also W \ ~'~ = Vo, since Vo is regular open. 
It is now easy to show that V o and V~ satisfy property 2. of the lemma. For 
WC (~r0U VI) n (v0u  ~rl) , and by (iv), FUA = Un FnUA c_ (f'0U ga) n (v0 u ~rt). 
Hence /5"= WU(FUA)c_ (f~0 U v1)n(vou  91). This completes the proof. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let (X,d) be a metric space without isolated points. Then 
there exists a subalgebra IH of ~(X) which is isomorphic to ~(IK). 
PROOF. Using lemma 2.5 we can define by induction on the length of 
sequences a collection of open, non-empty subsets {Bs Is e K} such that for eacl{ 
s e K, the following properties hold ( .  denotes concatenation): 
1. B< > =X ( ( )  is the empty sequence) 
2. if length(s)_n then VxeBs 2IyeB~\(Bs.oUBs.~) such that d(x,y)<2 -n, for 
every n ~ w. 
3. Bs,oUBs,1 c_Bs, B~,onBs,1 =0. 
4. Bs C_ (Bs.oU B,.1)A(B,.oU Bs.1). 
5. B, \BsC_B, \(B,.oUBs.1). 
Let IH= {UseN BsjNC_ K }. 
As we will now show, we can equip I H with the cHa-operations inherited from 
~(X), because IH is closed under these operations: 
(i) IH is a subalgebra of (~(X). 
Below we will write BN for an element UseNBs of IH. We have to show that !H is 
closed under A, v, A, V, T, _1_, = ; the only non-trivial cases are A and =,  so 
let's consider these in turn. 
First, IH is closed under A: take a collection {N~jae  s/} c_ .~(K). We have to 
show that 
(ii) Int( n BNC~) = U {B~ [Va e ~/ Bs c_ BN~ }. 
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The inclusion _~ is clear. For _ ,  take xe  Int(Nae ~ BN~). Then for some n, 
B(x, 2 -n) c_ BN~ for each a e d. But from property 2. above we find that if 
B(x, 2- ,) c_ BN~ , then .Ts e Na(length(s) <n and x e Bs). So x has the property 
~tn Va e et~s e Na(x e Bs and length(s) < n). 
From this, the inclusion from left to right is immediate. 
Secondly, IH is closed under = : first note that for each s e K, 
(iii) X\B~= U{Bt[BtABs=O}. 
This follows easily by induction on length(s): if length(s)= 0, (iii) is trivially 
true; and i fs=s' . i ( i=O or 1), we get by4. above thatX\Bs=X\Bs.UBs,.o_i);  
applying the induction hypothesis to s' then proves (iii). 
To show that H is closed under = it suffices to show that for each N and 
M C_K, 
(iv) 
Since 
Int((X \BN) U BM) = U {Brl Vs~ N. Brf'IB s C_ BM}. 
Int((X \BN) UBM) = Int ~ ((X \Bs) UBM) 
sEN 
= Int ~ Int((X\Bs)UBM) 
sEN 
we get by (ii) above that it suffices to show that every seK  and Mc_K, 
(v) Int((X\Bs)U U Bt) = U{BrlBrf)Bs C - U Bt}. 
tEM t~M 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 
(vi) Vt e Mt > s. 
Further, the inclusion from right to left in (v) is clear. So, to prove ___, choose 
xelnt( (X\Bs)UUteM Bt). If x~X\B  s, we get by (iii) above that xe  t-J{Brl 
Brf)Bs c_ Ut~M Bt}. If this is not the case, we have xe Ut~M Bt; then, if xeBs 
we can choose 0> 0 so small that B(x, ~) c_ Bs and B(x, ~) c_ (X \ Bs) U Ut ~ M Bt, 
hence xe ~t~M Bt; and if x~B s, we get xe (.iteM Bt \Bs c_B~ \Bs, by (vi). So 
any neighbourhood of x meets Bs \(Bs.o t-JBs,l) c_ B s \ Ut~M Bt (by 5. and (vi)), 
contradicting x e Int((X \B~) U (_iteM Bt). This shows that IH is closed under =.  
From the characterization f A and = ((ii) and (iv) above) in IH it is almost 
evident hat IH is isomorphic to IK. This completes the proof of 2.6. 
Combining 2.1.(iii), 2.2. and 2.6. we get 
2.7. COROLLARY. Every metrizable space without isolated points is 
universal for intuitionistic predicate logic. 
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